For orchid lovers of every ability, this guide features every Best Seller in Orchid Gardening. The Orchid Whisperer: Expert Secrets for Growing Beautiful Orchids (Orchid Potting, Orchid Seed Care, Gardening Book), by Bruce Rogers and Greg Allikas | May 9, 2012. 4.6 out of 5 stars 539. Orchidaceous Books is a specialist supplier of fine orchid literature from around the world. We trust you'll find the book that you're looking for in our online store. We are modifying our website. The main change will be that New books and Pre-Owned books will no longer each have their own categories, but will be combined within categories. A long and slow process. Be patient. This book - the only orchid book to carry the authority of the Royal Horticultural Society - reveals how and where cool-, intermediate-, and hot-growing orchids can be cultivated at home. ...more. It includes information on watering, light and shade, repotting, propagation, pollinating, flowering, and controlling diseases and pests.